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Ministers of the Crown are able to exercise on behalf of the Crown
certain vital functions of government without express parliamentary
authority, though! subject to subsequent political responsibility to
Parliament vThe exercise of prerogative powers is usually less fettered •
than is the exercise of statutory powers, since the manner in
which statutory powers are to be exercised is in general specifically
prescribed.
Governmental powers may be classified in accordance with the Classification
three functions of government1 Le. legislative, administrative and Le^^^T
judicial, though it is often impracticable to distinguish clearly between Administra-
legislative and administrative or between administrative and judicial, tive and
power.2 The body upon which a power is conferred affords no Ju<iciaJ'
reliable test of the nature of the power. The Queen in Council exer-
cises legislative, administrative and judicial powers.  Some of the
functions of the Judiciary are administrative. It may be said that
legislation is the making of general rules of conduct, but generality
is a question of degree. £tf the Postmaster-General issues instructions j
forjhe guidance of all head-postmasters, is he exercising a legislative!
or^an administrative function? 3YThe legislative form may be used to?
deal with individual cases, e.g. an Act of Parliament indemnifying an
individual from the consequences of an illegal act.4
frhe exercise of judicial functions involves investigations, delibera- Judicial
tions and the making of findings and other pronouncements on the Powers.
rights and liabilities of parties.5) These rights and liabilities are deter-
mined by settled procedure and their content is governed by a fixed
objective standard The extent of the discretion which the court can
exercise is thus usually strictly limited. But the administrator, even
when he is engaged in settling a dispute, will not be so circumscribed,
unless he is expressly empowered by statute to give decisions on a
point of law. His discretion enables him to take what he thinks is the
right course in aE the circumstances, Le. to decide according to policy, j
whioii may have more regard to public interest than private rights.
The term quasi-judicial has been used by courts to describe a process
which is partly judicial as well as administrative.6 That part of the
process which has a judicial element may be described as "quasi-
judicial," or the whole power may be described as a "quasi-judicial'*
power. Thus the exercise of an administrative power, e.g. the
1 Part I., Chap. 2.
 *	Jennings, op. cz/., Appendix I.
5 Jennings, op. c/t, 1st ed., p. 14.
 *	E.g. Arthur Jenkins Indemnity Act, 1941.
 *	See Admbustrative Tribunals and the Courts, by D, M. Gordon, 49 L.Q.R. 94.
*	See 10 C.L J. 216 (1949) for article by H. W. R. Wade, Quasi-judicial and its
Background, which accepts the inevitability of this inelegant term to describe func-
tions which lie on the borderline between judicial and administrative spheres.

